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ABSTRACT
The neurotransmitter c-aminobutyric acid (GABA) plays

an important role in the motor thalamic nuclei. This

report analyzes the distribution of the GABA-producing

enzyme glutamic acid decarboxylase isoform 65

(GAD65), stained with monoclonal antibody, in human

and rhesus monkey thalami and compares it with stain-

ing patterns of some widely used cytoskeletal and cal-

cium binding protein markers. GAD65 immunoreactivity

distinctly labeled two systems: fibers and terminals of

basal ganglia thalamic afferents and local circuit neu-

rons, revealing fine features of GABAergic circuitry in

the human thalamus. Gross distribution patterns of

GAD65 were identical in human and rhesus monkey

thalami. The area displaying specific staining of large-

caliber beaded fibers coincided with nigro- and pallido-

thalamic afferent territories previously identified in mon-

keys with anterograde tracers. Accordingly, a similarly

stained region in the human thalamus was considered

basal ganglia territory. Except for cytoarchitecture, no

specific markers differentiating between the nigro- and

pallidothalamic projection zones within this territory

were found. GAD65 staining in the cerebellar afferent

territory reflected organization of its local circuit neuron

network, distinguishing it from adjacent nuclei. Specific

GAD65 staining pattern and negative calcium binding

protein immunoreactivity identify the cerebellar afferent

territory in humans. It is subdivided further into ventral

and dorsal regions based on the cytoskeletal protein

SMI31 staining pattern. The nuclear outlines revised

according to the results are compared with those of

Hassler (Schaltenbrand G and Bailey P [1959] Einfuh-

rung in die stereotaktishen Operationen mit einem Atlas

des menschlichen Gehirns, vol 3. Stuttgart: Thieme)

and discussed in light of the ongoing controversy

regarding delineations of the motor thalamic nuclei in

humans. J. Comp. Neurol. 519:2811–2837, 2011.
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The group of nuclei that occupies the bulk of the an-

terolateral thalamus and receives subcortical inputs from

the basal ganglia and the cerebellum is traditionally

referred to as the motor thalamus, where the word motor

is applied in a broad, behavioral sense. In rhesus monkey,

in the nomenclature of the atlas by Ilinsky et al. (2002a),

most cerebellothalamic fibers terminate in the ventral lat-

eral (VL) and the centrolateral (CL) nuclei, both of them

also receiving direct spinothalamic input; the major recip-

ients of pallidothalamic fibers are the pars densicellularis

and pars parvicellularis of the ventral anterior nucleus

(VApc/VAdc) and the centromedian nucleus (CM); nigro-

thalamic fibers terminate in the pars magnocellularis

of the ventral anterior nucleus (VAmc; for review see

Asanuma et al., 1983; Ilinsky and Kultas-Ilinsky, 1987,

2002b; Mackel et al., 1992; Sakai et al., 1996; Mackel,

2001; Stepniewska et al., 2003; Craig, 2008; Evrard and

Craig, 2008). Moreover, with these subcortical inputs as

criteria, the medial dorsal nucleus (MD) can also be con-

sidered a member of this nuclear group, because its two

subdivisions, MDmf (pars multiformis) and MDmc (pars
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magnocelularis), receive an input from the substantia

nigra (Ilinsky et al., 1985), whereas the two others, pars

parvicellularis (MDpc) and pars densicellularis (MDdc),

receive cerebellar input (Middleton and Strick, 1997;

Mason et al., 2000).

It has been demonstrated that c-aminobutyric acid

(GABA)-ergic circuitry in what could be considered homol-

ogous nuclei of the motor thalamus differ in several

aspects in various species. Moreover, motor nuclei of the

same species also differ substantially with respect to the

organization of their GABAergic connections. Specifically,

the local circuitry that includes GABAergic interneurons

(LCN) and their relationship with incoming GABAergic

afferents from different sources was found to be much

more complex in primates than in rodents and carnivores

(for discussion see Kultas-Ilinsky and Ilinsky, 1988, 2001;

Ilinsky et al., 1993, 1997; Kultas-Ilinsky et al., 1993). All

these data suggest that the features of the GABAergic

motor thalamic circuitry in each species may be related

to the specifics of their motor behavior. In view of this it

is critical to analyze the organization of the motor tha-

lamic circuitry in humans. Obviously, the means available

for this are limited, but insights can be gained from the

distribution patterns of immunocytochemical markers for

GABAergic transmission using post-mortem tissue at

short autopsy intervals. In this study, we analyzed the glu-

tamic acid decarboxylase isoform 65 (GAD65) distribu-

tion pattern in human motor thalamic nuclei and also

included our earlier unpublished results on its distribution

in the rhesus monkey thalamus for comparison.

Another goal of this study was to determine whether

the staining patterns for GAD65 could be used as an addi-

tional means for identification of nuclear outlines within

the motor thalamus. A difficulty in the analysis of the

human thalamus, and specifically of the motor thalamic

nuclei, is the perennial disagreement between different

groups of investigators concerning the nuclear delinea-

tions and nomenclature and relating these to those of

Hassler, adopted as the most widely used atlas in neuro-

surgical practice (Schaltenbrand and Wahren, 1977), and

to subcortical afferent territories as identified in nonhu-

man primates (for discussion see Macchi and Jones,

1997; Krack et al., 2002). Many investigators of the

human thalamus have used distribution patterns of

calcium binding proteins and other cyto- and immunocy-

tochemical markers for additional support of their parcel-

lations (Hirai and Jones, 1989; Morel et al., 1997; Blomqv-

ist et al., 2000). Our developmental study of the human

motor thalamus (Kultas-Ilinsky et al., 2004) analyzed the

distribution of a variety of immunocytochemical markers

in addition to GAD65. Based on these findings, only those

non-GABAergic markers that we deemed informative

have been included in the present study. These were cal-

cium binding protein D28K (CaBP), parvalbumin (PA), and

microfilament-specific proteins SMI31 and SMI32 that ei-

ther selectively stained some thalamic nuclei or revealed

some dendritic branching patterns.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tissue processing
The human tissue used in this study was derived from

three post-mortem brains obtained from the University of

Iowa Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology Deeded

Body Program. The autopsy times and details of tissue fix-

ation and sectioning are shown in Table 1. The proce-

dures were approved by the Institutional Review Board

and Human Subjects Office of the University of Iowa and

the French Comité Consultatif National d’Ethique pour les

Sciences de la Vie (approval No. 90 294).

Sections of the rhesus monkey thalamus were

obtained from material from another project and proc-

essed for GAD65 according to the same protocol as the

sections of the human thalamus of case 2 left. All proce-

dures on the animal were approved by the University of

Iowa Animal Care Committee in compliance with NIH

guidelines on humane treatment of laboratory animals.

The monkey was deeply anesthetized with 0.8 cc keta-

mine followed by an i.v. infusion of sodium pentobarbital,

connected to a respirator, and then perfused with a mix-

ture of 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phospate buffer

(PB) after prewash with the PB-saline solution (PBS) con-

taining heparin. A tissue block containing one-half of the

Abbreviations

A Anterior n.
ac Anterior commissure
Cd Caudate n.
CL Central lateral n.
CM Centromedian n.
GP Globus pallidus
GPL Lateral part of GP
GPM Medial part of GP
ic Internal capsule
LD Lateral dorsal n.
LH Lateral Habenula
LP Lateral posterior n.
m Mammillothalamic tract
MD Mediodorsal n.
MG Medial geniculate n.
ot Optic tract
PF Parafascicular n.
R Reticular thalamic n. In the text referred to as RTN
SN Substantia nigra
STN Subthalamic n.
VA Ventral anterior nucleus
VAdc Densocellular part of VA (in monkey)
VAn Nigral part of VA
VAp Palidal part of VA
VAmc Magnocellular part of VA (in monkey)
VApc Parvicellular part of VA (in monkey)
VL Ventral lateral n.
VLd Dorsal part of VL
VLv Ventral part of VL
VP Ventral posterior nuclear complex
VPM Ventral posterior medial n.
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thalamus was passed through a sequence of increasing

concentrations of sucrose in PB and serially sectioned on

a freezing microtome at 50 lm.

Both human and monkey tissue blocks were sectioned

sagittally, orienting them as much as possible parallel to

the midsagittal section plane to facilitate comparison

between cases. Every twentieth 15-lm-thick section in

cryostat series and every tenth 50-lm-thick section in

other series was stained for Nissl and used for analysis of

cytoarchitecture.

Immunocytochemistry
The antibodies and their dilutions used in processing

human and monkey tissue are given in Table 2.

Characterization of antibodies
GAD65 antibody (The University of Iowa Developmental

Studies Hybridoma Bank) was generated by immunizing

with GAD protein (GAD-6 clone) immunoaffinity purified

from rat brain (Chang and Gottlieb, 1988). The GAD-6

clone has previously been characterized via Western blot

of rat brain homogenates and found to recognize selec-

tively GAD65 but not GAD67 (Chang and Gottlieb, 1988).

Western blotting with GAD-6 antibody has also demon-

strated specificity for recombinant GAD65 but not

recombinant GAD67. Epitope deletion studies demon-

strated that the GAD-6 antibody recognizes an epitope

located between amino acids 475 and 571 of the C-termi-

nus of GAD65 (Butler et al., 1993; Kim et al., 1993). Rab-

bit polyclonal anticalbindin D-28K antibody (CB38a;

Swant, Bellinzona, Switzerland) detects a single band of

expected molecular weight for calbindin (�27–28 kDa) in

Western blots of brain lysates from multiple species,

including humans (Celio et al., 1990; Swant data sheet).

Monoclonal antiparvalbumin antibody (clone PARV-19,

mouse ascite fluid; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) is

derived from the PARV-19 hybridoma produced by the

fusion of mouse myeloma cells and splenocytes from an

immunized mouse. Purified frog muscle parvalbumin was

used as the immunogen. Immunoblot characterization

showed a single band corresponding to 12 kD. This anti-

body has been found to react with parvalbumin from

human and other species. It does not react with other

members of the EF-hand family of calcium-binding pro-

teins (information kindly provided by Sigma-Aldrich).

Monoclonal mouse SMI32 antibodies are directed against

nonphosphorylated epitopes on 168- and 220-kD neurofi-

lament proteins. Monoclonal mouse SMI31 antibodies

are directed against the phosphorylated epitopes on the

same neurofilament proteins (Sternberger Monoclonal

Inc., Baltimore, MD). SMI32 antibody was previously

shown to work on human brain tissue (Morel et al., 2002).

Staining procedure
For staining, sections were rinsed in PBS (pH 7.3–7.4)

for 10 minutes and PBS/2% gelatin/0.25% Triton solution

(PBS-gel-TX) for 2 � 10 minutes. Primary antibodies were

incubated overnight at the appropriate dilution (Table 2)

in the above-described solution with 8% human serum

albumin and 0.02% sodium azide at room temperature, or

TABLE 1.

Human Cases and Tissue Processing

Cases

Age at

death (years) Cause of death

Post-mortem

delay (hours) Fixation 1 postfixation Sectioning

1 58 Thoracic aneurysm
rupture

40 Immersion in 4% paraformaldehyde,
þ 1 week, cold room

Cryostat, 15 lm

2 Right 53 Cardiac failure 7 Perfusion þ 2 hours in 4%
paraformaldehyde in cold room

Cryostat, 50 lm

2 Left 53 Cardiac failure 7 Perfusion þ 2 hours in 4%
paraformaldehyde in cold room

Freezing microtome,
50 lm

3 61 Lung cancer 6.45 Perfusion þ 12 hours in 4%
paraformaldehyde in cold room

Freezing microtome,
50 lm

TABLE 2.

Antibodies and Dilutions Used in the Study

Antibody Source Type Immunogen Species Dilution

GAD65 Hybridoma Bank, University of Iowa Monoclonal Affinity-purified GAD65 from rat brain Mouse 1:400
CaBP Swant, Bellinzona, Switzerland Polyclonal Recombinant rat calbindin (CB) D-28K Rabbit 1:3,000
Parvalbumin Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO Monoclonal IgG1 Parvalbumin from carp muscle Mouse 1:2,000
SMI-32 Sternberger Monoclonals,

Baltimore, MD
Monoclonal IgG1 Neurofilament heavy chain

(nonphosphorylated)
Mouse 1:5,000

SMI-31 Sternberger Monoclonals Monoclonal IgG1 Neurofilament heavy chain
(phosphorylated)

Mouse 1:5,000

GAD65 and human motor thalamus outlines
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for 36 hours in a cold room. After four 15-minute washes,

sections were incubated with biotinylated anti-rabbit or

anti-mouse IgG (1:200) for 2 hours and rinsed (2 �
10 minutes) in PBS-gel-TX. To visualize the labeling, incuba-

tion in streptavidin-biotin-peroxidase complex (Amersham,

Little Chalfont, United Kingdom; 1:400 in PBS-gel-TX) for 2

hours was followed by two 10-minute washes in PBS. The

reaction of peroxidase with H2O2 (0.003%) occurred in the

presence of 0.02% 3,30-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochlor-

ide (DAB) and 0.6% nickel ammonium sulfate, in 0.05 M Tris

buffer. After two washes in distilled water, the sections

were dehydrated in graded series of alcohol and mounted

in Pertex (Histolab, Göteborg, Sweeden). For controls of

cross-reactivity of the secondary antibodies, the primary

antibody were omitted from the incubation media.

Analysis of the results
Low-power images of human tissue were obtained by

scanning sections at 4,200 dpi using a UMAX Mirage II

flatbed scanner. Sections of the monkey thalamus were

photographed with a 50-mm macro lens attached to a

Sony camera (model a550). The higher power images

were acquired with a CDD camera (Evolution MP; Media

Cybernetics, Bethesda, MD) attached to a Zeiss (Jena,

Germany) Axioplan microscope. The plates of illustrations

were compiled in Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator

(Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA). Digital processing of the

images included the reduction of image resolution to 300

dpi, rotation, cropping, and adjustment of brightness and

contrast. Some minor defects such as small fragments of

broken tissue overlying sections were also touched up.

In an immunocytochemical study of the adult human

brain, the results depend on the quality of the tissue in

terms of the length of post-mortem interval and the spe-

cifics of tissue processing protocols. Among our samples,

we had two (cases 2 and 3) that were perfused after rela-

tively short post-mortem intervals and then postfixed for

different time periods. Left and right thalami of case 2

were sectioned differently. One brain had a longer post-

mortem interval and was cryostat sectioned after an

immersion fixation (Table 1). The preservation of the tissue

integrity and hence the immunocytochemical staining in-

tensity varied between the cases. Therefore, in the analysis

of the results, our attention was focused mainly on the

consistency and specifics of the distribution patterns of

antigens in different cases. On the other hand, comparison

of thinner cryostat and thicker floating sections helped to

reveal different features in the two types of preparations.

Thalamic nomenclature
Nuclear delineations and nomenclature of the monkey

thalamic nuclei were according to the atlas by Ilinsky and

Kultas-Ilinsky (2002a). The approach to the human

thalamic nomenclature applied in this study was designed

to simplify the analysis and description of the results, to

avoid misinterpretations, and to aid in the comparison

with the literature data on nonhuman primates. It was

based on a careful analysis of the cytoarchitecture in

serial sagittal sections and comparison of these cytoarch-

itectural distinctions with those in the well-established

subcortical afferent territories of the monkey thalamus.

This allowed us to outline the major regions of interest,

whose cytoarchitectural features were then compared

with those in Hassler’s plates of Nissl-stained sagittal

sections published in volume 3 of the Schaltenbrand and

Bailey (1959) atlas. Relying on a careful analysis of these

different features, we came up with two basic territories,

basal ganglia afferent zone and cerebellar afferent zone.

Each of these corresponded to various combinations of

Hassler’s subdivisions (Ilinsky et al., 2010). These are

listed in Table 3 along with homologous motor nuclei of

the rhesus monkey. To simplify the description of the

results on the human thalamus, we also assigned modi-

fied names to these two major thalamic regions: ventral

anterior (VA) for the basal ganglia territory containing

two subdivisions, VAn for nigral and VAp for pallidal pro-

jection zones; and ventral lateral (VL) for cerebellar

afferent territory. Subsequent analysis of the distribu-

tion patterns of the immunocytochemical markers in

these territories provided further support for these

delineations and, in the case of VL, allowed identifica-

tion of two subdivisions within it, ventral (VLv) and dor-

sal (VLd). Among the other nuclei of interest, CM and

MD are in principle identical to those of Hassler’s Ce

and M, respectively. The most controversial is CL,

because its outlines are the most difficult to identify and

therefore deserve a detailed analysis and review, which

are beyond the scope of this study. CL descriptions in

the present report refer only to a restricted region dorsal

to CM at the middle thalamic levels.

RESULTS

Distribution of GAD65 and other markers in
the human motor thalamus

The human motor-related nuclei were analyzed through

the entire series of sagittal sections in each case. This

report illustrates immunocytochemical staining patterns

at three representative sagittal levels of the thalamus:

medial, middle, and lateral, at about 6.7, 10.3, and 15.2

mm from the midline, respectively. Also described are the

basal ganglia nuclei present at these levels. Description

of the results given below proceeds in the order in which

these nuclei appear in the sagittal plane from medial to

lateral. One should also keep in mind that the lateral sag-

ittal levels of the thalamus represent also its more

Kultas-Ilinsky et al.
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posterior parts, because the body of the thalamus is

much wider posteriorly compared with its anterior part.

Medial thalamic level
At the medial thalamic levels, the basal ganglia afferent

territory (VA) is represented by two subnuclei (Fig. 1A,B).

Anteriorly, a thin strip located next to the external medul-

lary lamina is a part of the pallidal projection zone (VAp).

The bulk of this nucleus is represented at more lateral lev-

els, so it is described in detail farther below. The nigral

afferent territory, VAn, is situated posteriorly to the pal-

lidal strip and at this level is defined by the presence of

mammillothalamic tract (MTT). Darkly stained, mostly

large neurons are distributed anteriorly to the latter and

grouped by horizontally oriented fiber bundles that pass

through the nucleus. The undulating boundary between

VAn and VAp is revealed by the difference in size of the

nerve cells and their grouping patterns. Posterior to MTT,

VAn forms only a thin strip along the tract. The VAn neu-

rons are on average larger than VAp neurons and are sur-

rounded by numerous glial cells (Fig. 2A). Small neurons

are inconspicuous and encountered infrequently. This part

of the nucleus corresponds to Hassler’s Lpo.mc and the

monkey VAmc of Olszewski (1952). However, VAn is not

limited to the area around MTT; it extends farther laterally

to about 7.5 mm from the midline including parts of Hass-

ler’s Lpo and small areas of Voi, and Doi. In this lateral part

of VAn, cells are smaller than medially but are clearly dis-

tinguishable from those in VL that borders it posteriorly.

Both VA subdivisions at this level stain intensely for

GAD65, leaving the boundary between them obscured

(Fig. 1C). With higher magnification, one can see that

the positive immunoreactivity in VAn is confined to the

neuropil and a few scattered, small neurons (Fig. 2B).

Only in rare instances could straight proximal dendrites

of GAD65-positive neurons be traced from their cell

bodies. The GAD65-positive neuropil consists of a mesh-

work of varicose or beaded fibers and immunoreactive

punctae. Most of the fibers are rather thick with large vari-

cosities, many of which appear to be aligned along the

unstained dendrites of larger neurons or are situated in a

close apposition to their cell bodies (Fig. 2C). Longer seg-

ments of fibers of this kind could be seen in thicker sec-

tions (Fig. 2D). By size and appearance, the loose, large,

immunoreactive punctae of the neuropil seem to be the

varicosities of these same immunoreactive fibers but ori-

ented in a different plane. Another type of immunoreactive

fiber present is very thin, with small varicosities of varying

shapes that are distributed irregularly. Some of these can

be distinguished in the background in Figure 2C.

Among the other immunocytochemical markers, none

brought up any specific VAn features to distinguish it

from adjacent VAp at a low power. The distribution pat-

terns of CaBP, SMI31, and SMI32 follow the combined

outline of both VA subdivisions (Fig. 1D–F). Likewise, PA

staining (not shown) does not distinguish between VA

subdivisions. However, examination under higher magnifi-

cation reveals neuronal somata and a meshwork of fibers

in the VAn neuropil stained with PA antibody, whereas

SMI32 staining brings out the multipolar branching pat-

tern of its neurons (Fig. 3). The PA staining pattern in

VAp is different in that only fibers are stained in it (Fig.

3). This, however, did not help in defining the VAn out-

lines, because the adjacent intralaminar nuclei, for

example, the central medial and paracentral nuclei,

stained similarly.

TABLE 3.

Comparison of Classifications of Human Motor-Related Thalamic Nuclei With That for Rhesus Monkey Based on

Distribution Patterns of Major Subcortical Afferents and Cytoarchitecture

Rhesus monkey Human

Ilinsky and Kultas-Ilinsky,
2002, in Stereotactic atlas of

the Macaca mulatta thalamus

and basal ganglia

Hirai and Jones,
1989; Jones, 2007

Ilinsky et al., 2010;
and present study

Hassler, 1959, in Schaltenbrand
and Bailey Introduction

to steretaxy with an atlas

of the human brain1

Nuclei Subcortical afferent inputs from

VAmc Substantia nigra p. reticularis VAmc VA(n)2 Lpo. mc, parts of Lpo and Doi
VApc

VAdc

Via ansa lenticularis

} Medial globus pallidus
Via lenticular fasciculus

VA, VLa, VM VA(p)2 Voa, marginally Vop, parts of Lpo,
Doi, Voi, Zo, and Doe

VL Deep cerebellar nuclei
and spinal cord

VLp VL (VLd þ VLv) Vim, Vop, and parts of Voi, Vom,
Dim, Doi, Zim, Zo, and Zc

1Corresponding Hassler’s subdivisions are as determined in this study.
2VA encompasses the entire basal ganglia territory, and n refers to the nigral projection zone that extends beyond its magnocellular part (VAmc) as

discussed in the text. By the same token, p refers to the pallidal afferent zone within VA.

GAD65 and human motor thalamus outlines
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Figure 1. Distribution of various immunocytochemical markers at the medial level of the human thalamus at about 6.7 mm from the mid-

line. A: Camera lucida drawings of the outlines of the major nuclei present at this level. Labeling of the nuclei: anterior thalamic nucleus

(A), centromedian and parafascicular nuclei (CM/PF), two subdivisions of ventral anterior nucleus (VAn and VAp), medial dorsal nucleus

(MD), reticular thalamic nucleus (R), pulvinar (Pul), substantia nigra (SN), and red nucleus (RN). Tracts labeled: mammillothalamic tract

(m), fasciculus retroflexus (long arrow). B–F: Labeling as in A, plus LD for laterodorsal nucleus and VA for combined basal ganglia territory

also outlined with dots in B and C. Vertical arrow in B points to VAp. Note the patchy staining in MD for GAD65 and CaBP, complete ab-

sence of CaBP in CM, and a faint immunoreactivity in the medialmost part of the ventral posterior medial nucleus (short arrow). Staining

patterns for other markers are not helpful in identification of the nuclear boundaries at this thalamic level. Specimens shown are from

case 2 left (B,C) and case 2 right (D–F). Scale bar ¼ 5 mm.

Kultas-Ilinsky et al.
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Another distinct nucleus at the medial level is MD,

which is clearly delineated by the midline and the intrala-

minar nuclei surrounding it (Fig. 1). In Nissl-stained sec-

tions, the cells display characteristic grouping: ventrally,

close to the internal medullary lamina, from very small to

large cells are seen clustered; more dorsally, larger cells

form bigger but less dense clusters intermingling with

numerous very small neurons (Fig. 4A). Posteriorly, more

elongated nerve cells in less distinct clusters represent

the majority. These patterns reflect the cytoarchitectural

features of the MD subdivisions MDmf, MDmc and MDpc

as described for monkeys (Olszewski, 1952; Ilinsky and

Kultas-Ilinsky, 1987, 2002a), but in our human material

the boundaries between these subdivisions were not as

distinct. In all MD regions, in contrast to VAn, very small

neurons are quite numerous (Fig. 4A) and especially con-

spicuous in the tissue stained with GAD65 antibody (Figs.

4B,C,E). Overall GAD65 staining in MD is patchy (Fig. 1C).

In the intensely immunoreactive patches, the concentra-

tion of small GAD65-positive cells is higher and the neuro-

pil staining is stronger than in the adjacent more weakly

stained areas (Fig. 4B). Numerous dendrites of small im-

munoreactive neurons are visible and can be followed for

some distance from the soma without branching, unlike

Figure 2. Cytoarchitecture and GAD65 immunoreactivity in the ventral anterior nucleus, nigral part (VAn). A: Nissl staining reveals me-

dium-sized to large neurons distributed without a consistent pattern. Small neurons are inconspicuous. B: When viewed at the same mag-

nification as in A, most of the GAD65 immunoreactivity is concentrated in the neuropil; only occasionally are very small immunoreactive

cells seen (arrows), and some are found in a close apposition to unstained cell bodies (n). Here and in many of the following images,

shrinkage caused by post-mortem changes and tissue processing is evident in many larger neurons, yet the original cell perimeter is

marked by an empty space surrounding the shrunken perikaryon. Also, somata of these cells appear dark because of the shrinkage. C: At

higher magnification, one can see immunoreactive beaded fibers. The most conspicuous are large fibers with oval varicosities. Some of

these appear to follow the course of the dendrites of unstained cells (n) and are closely apposed to their somata. An example of this is

seen in the lower left corner. Very small immunoreactive punctae are faintly visible in the background. D: In thick sections, larger seg-

ments of the large beaded fibers can be discerned. A,D: 50-lm-thick sections; B,C: 15-lm-thick sections. Scale bars ¼ 50 lm.

GAD65 and human motor thalamus outlines
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Figure 3. Images illustrating staining patterns of various non-GABAergic markers in the neurons of the nuclei of interest. A,B: In VAp

CaBP antibody stains all neurons but at different intensities. At least one cell in each cluster is darkly stained so that the branching pat-

tern of its dendrites is revealed. C: Only occasional neurons display very weak CaBP immunoreactivity in VL. D: In contrast to CaBP, PA

immunoreactivity is displayed in the cell bodies and dendrites of all size VL neurons. E: In VAp only neuropil is highly immunoreactive for

PA. F: The cytological features of neurons in VLv are brought out especially well by intensive SMI31 staining. G: In VAn, unlike in VAp, in

addition to fibers all cells seem to express PA in perikaria. H: SMI32 staining reveals proximal dendritic branches of VAn neurons. I: In CL

all neurons and their proximal dendrites stain evenly for CaBP. Scale bar ¼ 50 lm.



Figure 4. Cytoarchitecture and GAD65 immunoreactivity in some subdivisions of the medial dorsal nucleus (MD). A: Magnocellular subdivi-

sion (MDmc) in a Nissl-stained section. Note numerous small neurons (some marked with short arrows), either single or in groups between

larger nerve cells. B: GAD65 immunoreactivity in MDmc illustrates grouping of small GAD65-positive cells. C: Numerous immunoreactive

punctae that fill the neuropil are clearly seen in thin cryostat sections. Many punctae are arranged in clusters of various sizes; others are

lined up in the form of beaded fibers. Proximal dendrites of many immunoreactive neurons are distinct. Note also an alignment of immu-

norective punctae or cells along the somata of unstained neurons (n, here and in other panels). D: Under a 100� oil immersion objective,

the arrangement of some immunoreactive punctae around roundish immunonegative centers is clearly visible (arrowheads). These are

interpreted as GAD65-positive synaptic terminals surrounding dendrites of immunonegative cells. E: Pars multiformis (MDmf). Note tight

clusters of immunoreactive cells and intermingling of their dendrites as well as alignment of the immunoreactive punctae along these den-

drites (long arrow). F: Higher magnification of an area of neuropil in MDmf. Clusters of immunoreactive punctae are more easily discerni-

ble. Note also a thin beaded fiber (long arrow) aligned along the soma of an unstained neuron and a GAD65-positive cell in a similar

arrangement with another unstained neuron in the lower left corner. The dendrite of the latter is apposed by several large immunoreactive

punctae. A,B: 50-lm-thick sections; C–F: 15-lm-thick sections. Scale bars ¼ 50 lm in A–C,E,F; 20 lm in D.
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those in VAn (Fig. 4C). The neuropil is very rich in round-

ish immunoreactive punctae of various sizes (Fig. 4C).

Moreover, there are differences between MD regions with

respect to the density of these punctae. For the most

part, they form clusters or arrange themselves around

unstained cores (Fig. 4D). The latter can be interpreted as

cross-sectioned dendrites of unstained cells. In the back-

ground, a faintly stained meshwork of thin immunoreac-

tive fibers can also be discerned (Fig. 4C). In the neuropil

of the weakly staining patches, immunoreactive punctae

are also present, but their arrangement pattern is not

clear. The densest GABAergic meshwork is found in the

paralaminar MD, i.e., MDmf and MDdc, (Fig. 4E,F).

GAD65-positive cells here are clustered in small groups,

whereas immunoreactive punctae in the neuropil are

densely packed, forming much coarser clusters than in

other MD regions. Fragments of larger and thinner

beaded GABAergic fibers can be discerned in this mesh,

especially in MDmf (Fig. 4E). Some immunoreactive fibers

can be seen in close apposition to perikaria of unstained

cells; likewise, some GAD65-positive cell bodies are

closely apposed to unstained nerve cells (Fig. 4E,F).

With other markers, the most striking staining pattern

in MD is obtained with the CaBP antibody. This staining is

also patchy, just as for GAD65. Intensely stained areas

alternate with less CaBP immunoreactive regions (Fig.

1D). The greater staining intensity in the patches is due

to CaBP expression in neuronal cell bodies and the pres-

ence of clusters of immunoreactive punctae. The latter

look different from the GAD65-positive punctae in that

they are more uniform in size. Most likely these are cross-

sectioned fibers. Whether the CaBP- and GD65-positive

patches are matching or complementary remains unclear,

but it is obvious that the two antibodies stain different

cellular elements. All parts of MD contain mostly horizon-

tally oriented CaBP-positive fibers. Some of them could

be traced for very long distances and were seen to be

associated with immunoreactive punctae that appeared

to form occasional clusters along their course, whereas

others terminated or gave off enlargements close to neu-

ronal perikaria.

At low magnification, SMI32 staining does not display

any specific pattern in MD (Fig. 1F), whereas SMI31 im-

munoreactivity appears to be more intense in its anterior

part, which corresponds to MDmc and partially to MDmf

(Fig. 1E). Unlike the case in VAn, the SMI32 staining in

MD does not reveal the dendritic organization of the indi-

vidual neurons, although the neuropil displays a rich

meshwork of immunoreactive dendrites. These are

absent in paler regions, where neurons are very weakly

stained. PA immunoreactivity in MD also displays some

alternating patches of different staining intensity, how-

ever, these are not as distinct as CaBP patches, are

fewer, and are seen only in posterior MD regions. Under

higher magnification, a dense meshwork of thin PA-immu-

noreactive fibers and scattered punctae is revealed.

Another nucleus of interest present at this level is the

centromedian nucleus (CM), which along with the adja-

cent parafascicular nucleus (PF) is situated ventral to MD

(Fig. 1A,B). In Nissl-stained sections, CM displays me-

dium-sized, faintly stained, elongated neurons (Fig. 5A).

Its boundary with posteriorly located PF is quite obvious,

because cells of the latter, although similar in size and

shape to those in CM, are more intensely stained and

more densely packed (Fig. 1B). Very small neurons are

encountered infrequently in both nuclei. Overall GAD65

staining intensity in CM is low, especially compared with

that in adjacent nuclei (Fig. 1C). Nonetheless, under

higher magnification, a dense GAD65-positive meshwork

of fine-caliber fibers can be seen together with a few

small immunoreactive neurons (Fig. 5B). Except for their

smaller size, beaded GAD65-positive fibers are similar to

those found in VAn (Fig. 5C,D). A peculiar observation

was the coarse enlargements of smooth processes that

looked like GABAergic dendrites (Fig. 5D and inset).

CaBP staining is negative in CM and PF, which is in

sharp contrast to adjacent structures, particularly MD

and especially of paracentral and other small intralaminar

nuclei that surround MD (Fig. 1D). SMI31 and SMI32

staining in CM is quite pale, but in PF it is denser (Fig.

1E,F). No distinct staining patterns for these markers are

revealed under high-power examination in the two nuclei.

In contrast, CM displays PA immunoreactivity in groups of

neurons, numerous punctae, and a meshwork of fibers.

Middle thalamic levels
Present at this level are the nuclei that receive pallido-

thalamic fibers, VAp and CM, and two other nuclei, VL

and CL, that are recipients of cerebellar efferents. The

most anterior, adjacent to the external medullary lamina,

is VAp (Fig. 6A–D). The territory of this nucleus includes

Hassler’s Voa and parts of Lpo, Doi, Voi, Zo, and Doe and

also parts of Vop depending on the mediolateral level. In

Nissl preparations VAp is recognized by clusters of me-

dium-sized to small neurons separated by passing

through fiber bundles (Figs. 6B, 7A). From time to time, a

very small neuron could also be seen within a cluster.

Only these very small neurons stain intensely for GAD65

(Fig. 7B,C). In the vicinity of cell bodies, the dendrites of

GAD65-positive cells are of rather uniform width and

branch sparsely. Sometimes their dendrites could be

traced from soma to branching points (Fig. 7D). In other

instances, processes that appear as axons can be seen

to depart from these cells (Fig. 7C), but tracing these to

branching or termination sites was not possible. Most of

GAD65 immunoreactivity in VAp is confined to large
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beaded fibers (Fig. 7B,C). The varicosities are oval and

rather long (Fig. 7C,E). Often, their alignment along the

dendrites of unstained cells is suggested by a radiating

pattern from a central unstained area. Under higher mag-

nification, these varicosities display uneven distribution

of immunoreactivity, with almost no staining in central

regions (Fig. 7E). In the background, very thin GAD65-

positive fibers with small varicosities and fine punctae are

also discernible (Fig. 7C). Both types of GAD65-positive

fibers can run in a close proximity to the perikaria of

unstained cells. Because of a high concentration of the

large immunoreactive fibers, the overall GAD65 staining

intensity in VAp is higher than in the adjacent VL. This

contrast in the staining intensity clearly marks the bound-

ary between the two nuclei (Fig. 6C).

The VAp is also highlighted by CaBP immunoreactivity

(Fig. 6D) to the extent that the stained region is almost

identical to that stained with GAD65 antibody as

described above. CaBP immunoreactivity is expressed in

the majority of neurons that form the clusters. However,

the staining intensity varies among these neurons: in only

a few cells are the dendrites intensely stained so that the

Figure 5. Cytoarchitecture and GAD65 immunoreactivity in the centromedian nucleus (CM). A: In Nisl-stained sections, CM cells are of

medium size and display an oval/fusiform shape. Very small neurons are inconspicuous. B: At the same magnification as in A, only a few

GAD65-positive cells are seen, whereas the neuropil is filled with a dense meshwork of beaded immunoreactive fibers, which are often aligned

around the somata of unstained neurons (n). One fiber with distinct varicosities is indicated by a long arrow. C: Longer segments of varicose

fibers can be traced in thick sections. D: An enlargement of an area of the neuropil illustrating a fragment of a larger caliber beaded fiber (short

arrow) and unusual terminal enlargements of an unidentified GAD65-positive process (long arrow). The same enlargements in a different focal

plane are shown in the inset. A,C: 50-lm-thick sections; B,D: 15-lm-thick sections. Scale bars ¼ 50 lm in A,B; 20 lm in C,D.
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branching pattern can be appreciated (Fig. 3A,B). In the

majority of neurons CaBP, staining is confined mainly to

perikaria. The SMI32 antibody also stains only some cells

in the clusters, but in general neither of the two

cytoskeletal markers brings out any specific-to-VAp fea-

tures (Fig. 6E,F). As mentioned above, VAp neurons do

not seem to stain for PA (Fig. 3E); only horizontally run-

ning fiber bundles, the meshwork of individual fibers, and

Figure 6. A–F: Distribution of various immunocytochemical markers at the middle thalamic level at approximately 10.3 mm from the midline.

The cases and labeling are as in Figure 1. Additional nuclei labeled are ventral anterior nucleus, pallidal part (VAp), ventral lateral nucleus

(VL), centrolateral nucleus (CL), subthalamic nucleus (STN). Fiber tracts labeled: internal capsule (ic). In B–D VAp and VL are outlined with

dots. Note clear differences between VAp and VL regarding GAD65 and CaBP staining patterns as well as those between CL and CM. Lighter

stained areas in the posterior part of VAp are in part due to protrusions of VL into the VAp territory. Also note more intense SMI31 staining

in the ventral part of VL (VLv, outlined with dots in E) in comparison with more dorsal regions of the same nucleus. Scale bar ¼ 5 mm.
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punctae display PA immunoreactivity. Some of the loose

PA-positive fibers look like axons with varicosities.

The ventral lateral nucleus (VL) abuts VAp posteriorly

and dorsally (Fig. 6A–D), its dorsal aspect well pro-

nounced in more lateral sections, where it gradually repla-

ces the dorsal VAp at the external medullary lamina. VL,

as defined here, includes quite a number of Hassler’s nu-

clear subdivisions, either in whole or in part, depending

on the mediolateral level. These are Vim, Vop, Voi, Vom,

Dim, Doi, Zim, Zo, and Zc. At this level, VL is bordered

posteriorly by LP, CL, and subdivisions of the ventral pos-

terior nuclear group, here referred to as VP. In Nissl-

stained sections VL is distinguished from VA by sparsely

distributed, medium-sized to large neurons (Fig. 8A). Ven-

trally, these neurons are especially large, whereas, more

dorsally, they appear slightly smaller but are still larger

than the VA cells. It should be noted that even in the ven-

tral part of VL there are also medium-sized neurons scat-

tered among the large cells. In the dorsal regions, these

cells are more numerous. Unlike the case in VA, very

small neurons are abundant in VL, where they are found

either in groups (Fig. 8A) or in close apposition to larger

neurons as well as to similar small cells. Close examina-

tion reveals that the VAp/VL boundary is not smooth but

quite indented (Fig. 6B). Cell-dense and cell-sparse

regions penetrate deep into each other’s main territory.

Although overall GAD65 immunoreactivity in VL

appears lower compared with that in VA, most of it is con-

fined to small neurons (Fig. 8B), which can sometimes be

seen in loosely arranged groups. GAD65-positive proximal

dendrites of these cells are long and slender (Fig. 8B,C,E),

and thin beaded branches departing from them are some-

times seen (Fig. 8E). Similar thin fibers with small varicos-

ities fill the neuropil along with scattered punctae of a size

similar to that of these varicosities (Fig. 8C,E). In thicker

sections, larger caliber varicose fibers with irregularly

shaped and sized varicosities are encountered from time

to time (Fig. 8D), but in thinner sections these are not iden-

tifiable. Many of the variously sized punctae found in VL

are aligned along the perimeter of somata of unstained

neurons (Fig. 8E,F) and also situated in close apposition to

the dendrites of GAD65-positive cells (Fig. 8C).

CaBP antibody practically does not stain VL (Fig. 6D).

Only at higher magnification can a few very lightly

stained, medium-sized neurons be found (Fig. 3C). Unlike

the adjacent VAp, all VL neurons and their dendrites stain

very intensely for PA (Fig. 3D), and groups of these darkly

stained cells penetrate deeply into the VA territory. There

is also a multitude of various PA-positive punctae in the

VL neuropil. These look like cross-sectioned dendrites or

are associated with axons in fiber bundles. SMI32 stain-

ing in VL is irregular (Fig. 6F) and does not help in identify-

ing its boundaries. In contrast, SMI31 staining is very

interesting in that it brings out differences within VL not

seen with any other markers (Fig. 6E). Specifically, this

antibody stains very intensely the dendrites and somata

of neurons in the ventral part of VL, some of which are

very large (Fig. 3F). Therefore, the ventral VL region (VLv)

contrasts well with its dorsal part (VLd), where cells are

also stained but less intensely (Fig. 6E).

The centromedian nucleus (CM), unlike PF, is also pres-

ent at the middle thalamic level. CM staining patterns

with various antibodies do not differ from those observed

at the medial thalamic levels except that GAD65 staining

is noticeably darker in its posterior part compared with

the anterior region (Fig. 6C).

The centrolateral nucleus (CL) in Nissl-stained sections

can be identified by its location dorsal to CM, yet it is diffi-

cult to distinguish its boundary with the most posterolat-

eral MD region. A rough outline of the area referred here

as CL is shown in Figure 6A. It corresponds in part to

Hassler’s La.mc, but in Hassler’s sagittal cytoarchitec-

tonic maps the latter extends deeply into the middle part

of the lateral MD, which in our opinion can be MDdc. CL

neurons are of medium size and arranged in groups inter-

mingling with numerous small cells (Fig. 9A). Their cyto-

logical features are brought out nicely with CaBP staining

(Fig. 3I). GAD65 immunoreactivity is higher in CL com-

pared with VL (Fig. 6C). This difference most likely is due

to a denser meshwork of processes of GAD65-positive

neurons, which, in CL, are arranged in small clusters (Fig.

9B). Because of the crowding and intermingling of proc-

esses of GAD65-positive cells, their fine features are not

easily perceptible, but in general they are similar to those

in VL (Fig. 9C). Also, clusters of variously sized GAD65-

positive punctae often arranged around small immuno-

negative cores are encountered more frequently than in

VL. Other immunocytochemical markers do not reveal

any additional CL features.

Lateral thalamic levels
At the most lateral levels, CM and CL are no longer

present, but the two major nuclei of interest, VAp and VL,

still occupy a substantial part of sagittal sections,

although their topographic relationships keep changing

(Fig. 10A–D). VAp becomes gradually a thin, irregular

strip along the ventral portion of the external medullary

lamina, turning into discontinuous islands within VL more

laterally until it disappears entirely, whereas the whole

extent of VL becomes aligned next to the external medul-

lary lamina. Farther laterally, VL, in turn, is replaced by

ventral posterior complex (VP). The staining patterns of

VAp and VL are similar to those described for the middle

thalamic level (Fig. 10C–F). VLv extends to the most lat-

eral posterior boundary of the nucleus, as the SMI31 im-

munoreactivity distribution pattern illustrates. Despite
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the fact that at this level VLv is adjacent to posteriorly

located VP, which is also intensely stained for SMI31, the

boundary between the two is distinct due to a thin

unstained lamina between them (Fig. 10E).

The reticular thalamic nucleus (RTN), which is present

at all thalamic levels and is known to provide GABAergic

input to all thalamic nuclei, does not display GAD65 in its

neurons, but in the neuropil numerous immunoreactive

punctae are present. Most RTN neurons stain intensely

for PA. In addition, large numbers of different-caliber PA-

positive fibers pass through the nucleus. Some very thick

fibers could be seen branching in it and giving off large,

roundish terminals. These PA-positive fibers could also be

traced farther into the thalamus.

Distribution of GAD65 in the motor thalamic
nuclei of the rhesus monkey

Three representative sagittal levels of the monkey thal-

amus and its GAD65 staining patterns are illustrated in

Figure 11A,C,E. The nuclear outlines shown are derived

from the atlas of Ilinsky and Kultas-Ilinsky (2002a) and

represent the sections at about 1.9, 4.5, and 6.2 mm

from the midline, respectively. The nuclei present at

these levels are VAmc, the nigral afferent territory

(Fig. 11A); VApc and VAdc, pallidal projection zones (Figs.

11A,C,E); and VL, the cerebellar projection zone (Figs.

11C,E). It can be seen that the GAD65 staining patterns

in the thalamus are quite distinct and follow the nuclear

outlines quite well. Obviously, the fact that the overall in-

tensity of the immune reaction in the monkey thalamus is

much higher and the nuclear distinctions are clearer than

in the human material is due to better tissue preserva-

tion. Notwithstanding the differences in some general

outlines and the size of the monkey and human thalami,

the specific staining patterns in the two species are

remarkably similar (compare Figs. 1C, 6C, 10C with Fig.

11B,D,F, respectively). Just as at the medial level of the

human thalamus, GAD65 staining does not reveal the

boundary between pallidal (VApc) and nigral (VAmc) subdi-

visions (Fig. 11B). More laterally, the boundary between the

pallidal (VAdc) and the cerebellar (VL) afferent territories is

distinct because of differences in the intensity of staining,

as is the VL boundary with the nuclei adjacent to it posteri-

orly, such as CL, LP, and subdivisions of VP (Fig. 11D,F).

Under higher magnification, the parallels in the staining

patterns between the monkey and human tissues are just

as obvious, except that, because of a stronger immune

reaction, the fine details are not easily discernible in

50-lm-thick sections. VAmc neuropil is filled with numer-

ous beaded fibers displaying medium-sized to large, elon-

gated varicosities (Fig.12A). In VApc and VAdc, the neuro-

pil contains similar fibers except that their meshwork is

denser and the varicosities appear larger (Fig. 12B). At

higher magnification, the varicosities display uneven

GAD65 distribution just as in the human VA. In all three

nuclei, the beaded fibers and their varicosities are fre-

quently aligned along unstained cell bodies or dendrites,

whereas GAD65-positive small neurons are few and their

dendrites are not easy to follow. Overall CM staining for

GAD65 is not very intense (Fig. 12C); however, examina-

tion at higher magnification reveals a dense meshwork of

immunoreactive fibers and not many GAD65-positive

cells, just as in VA subdivisions described above. Immu-

noreactive fibers are of two types. One is similar in

appearance and distribution pattern to GAD65-immunore-

active fibers in VApc/VAdc and VAmc, only smaller.

Another type of fiber is of fine caliber like the ones that

predominate in VL. The overall GAD65 immunoreactivity

in VL appears to be lower than in adjacent VA subdivi-

sions, but the GAD65-positive cells in VL are numerous

and often found in groups (Fig. 12D). Their proximal

straight dendrites can be traced to short distances from

soma. The neuropil staining is due mainly to immunoreac-

tivity in fine-caliber fibers and their small varicosities.

These fibers are similar to the fine dendritic branches of

GAD65-positive cells observed in the human VL. Some of

the numerous loose, small immunoreactive punctae found

in the neuropil appear as cross-sectioned GAD65-positive

dendrites, and others as medium-sized to small terminals.

Basal ganglia
Both in human and in monkey, the nuclei present in our

material are substantia nigra (SN), subthalamic nucleus

(STN), and medial (GPM) and lateral (GPL) parts of the

Figure 7. Cytoarchitecture and GAD65 immunoreactivity in the ventral anterior nucleus, pallidal part (VAp). A: Nissl stain illustrates group-

ing of small to medium-sized neurons characteristic of this nucleus. Very small neurons are difficult to detect. B: GAD65 staining reveals

only a few immunopositive cells scattered within a meshwork of stained beaded fibers, the majority of which are large. C: At higher magni-

fication, immunoreactive fibers with large varicosities are distinct. Somata of unstained neurons (n) or their original perimeters are aligned

with varying size punctae. Arrow points to one of the small-diameter varicose fibers seen in the background. Arrowhead marks a process

of an immunoreactive neuron that displays a distinct axon hillock, suggesting its axonal nature. D: View of a branching point (arrow) of a

proximal dendrite of a GAD65-positive cell. Some of the immunoreactive punctae appear closely apposed to its secondary branches. E:

Under an oil immersion objective, uneven staining of the varicosities becomes visible (arrows). A,E: 50-lm-thick sections; B–D: 15-lm-

thick sections. Scale bars ¼ 50 lm in A–D; 20 lm in E.
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globus pallidus (GP). In the two species, the overall stain-

ing patterns are similar. SN and GP display extremely

high GAD65 and CaBP immunoreactivity. Parts of these

human nuclei can be seen in Figures 1C,D, 6C,D, and

10C,D. GAD65 immunoreactivity in the monkey basal

ganglia nuclei is seen mainly in Figures 11D,E. In both

parts of GP and pars reticularis of SN (SNr), GAD65 is

confined to highly immunoreactive punctae that densely

cover long, straight, unstained dendrites that fill the neu-

ropil. In the pars compacta (SNc) the neuropil staining for

GAD65 appears even more intense than in SNr because

of a higher density of immunoreactive punctae and differ-

ent orientation of the unstained dendrites. It seems that

in the sagittal plane the latter are cross-sectioned,

because they appear as pale, roundish centers sur-

rounded by immunureactive punctae. Neither of these

nuclei contains detectable GAD65-positive cell bodies.

The internal capsule is traversed by GAD65-positive fibers

that are efferent GPM axons destined for the thalamus to

become the lenticular fasciculus. STN seen in Figures 6D

and 10D is the most conspicuous in CaBP-stained sec-

tions by the complete absence of immunoreactivity.

GAD65 staining in STN is very weak, and SMI31 staining

is only slightly stronger. In contrast, STN stains well for

SMI32 and PA (the latter is not shown).

DISCUSSION

The distribution of GAD65 described in this study offers

a glimpse into the organization of GABAergic circuits in the

adult human motor thalamus and allowed us to delineate

its constituent nuclei based on their subcortical afferent

inputs. To our knowledge this is the first such study.

As is well known, immunocytochemical studies of post-

mortem human brain tissue have shortcomings in that

the availability of the antigens and the tissue preservation

change with longer post-mortem intervals. Therefore, the

results can vary from case to case. However, despite this,

the results obtained in this study were fairly consistent,

the differences between the cases residing mainly in the

intensity of staining. What is more remarkable is that the

GAD65 distribution patterns in different motor nuclei of

the human thalamus were in principal similar to those in

the rhesus monkey. Although the GAD65 distribution in

the monkey motor thalamus has not been described ear-

lier, the organization of GABAergic circuitry has been

studied in much detail both at the light and at the elec-

tron microscopic levels, with various other GABA trans-

mission markers (Clark et al., 1989; Ilinsky and Kultas-

Ilinsky, 1990, 2001; Kultas-Ilinsky and Ilinsky, 1990,

1991; Ballercia et al., 1996; Ilinsky et al., 1997, 1999;

Kultas-Ilinsky et al., 1997, 1998). Thus some meaningful

information can be gained from comparison of GAD65

distribution patterns in the two species and relating these

data to the available information on other GABA markers.

Below the three GABAergic systems present in the pri-

mate motor thalamus are discussed separately.

Local circuit neurons and their connectivity
It has been well established that primate thalamic

nuclei contain two basic cell types, projection neurons

and inhibitory interneurons or local circuit neurons (LCN).

The latter are GABAergic. Which parts of projection neu-

rons are contacted by LCN axons has not been estab-

lished. However, because the dendrites of these cells

also contain synaptic vesicles, they can be not only post-

synaptic but presynaptic, participating in a wide variety of

synaptic arrangements, many of which are very complex.

Despite the fact that these fine structural relationships

are revealed only at the ultrastuctural level, the ways in

which LCN and their processes stain for different forms

of GAD can to some extent reflect certain of these fea-

tures at the light microscopic level also. For example,

clusters of GAD-immunoreactive punctae in the neuropil,

as found earlier with the isoform-nonspecific antibody,

are an indication of the presence of glomeruli. These

complex synaptic arrangements contain numerous LCN

dendrites that surround a central, large afferent terminal

that makes synaptic contacts on a projection neuron den-

drite. The GAD-containing dendrites, besides being post-

synaptic to the same afferent terminal and presynaptic to

the same projection neuron dendrite (so-called triad), are

also presynaptic and postsynaptic to one another (so-

called serial and reciprocal synapses). Thus in a cross-

Figure 8. Cytoarchitecture and GAD65 immunoreactivity in the ventral lateral nucleus (VL). A: Sparsely distributed very large to medium

size cells are the specific feature of VL in Nissl-stained sections. Very small neurons are also visible (arrows). B: GAD65-positive cells are

numerous as seen in thick sections. A delicate mesh of fine varicose fibers is seen in the background neuropil. C: In the center is a

GAD65-positive neuron with its proximal dendrites closely apposed by several immunoreactive punctae (long arrow). D: An enlarged seg-

ment of a varicose fiber with irregular size and shape varicosities as seen in a thick section. E: An enlargement of another GAD65-positive

neuron with fine varicose processes branching off from its primary dendrite (long arrows). Small fragments of similar processes and punc-

tae in the size of these varicosities fill the VL neuropil, some of them aligning along the perimeters of unstained neurons (n). F: GAD65-

positive varicose fiber (short arrow) aligned along the soma and primary dendrite of a GAD65-negative cell (n). A,B,D: 50-lm-thick sec-

tions; C,E,F: 15-lm-thick sections. Scale bars ¼ 50 lm in A–C,E,F; 20 lm in D.
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section under the light microscope they appear as clus-

ters of GAD-positive dots of varying shapes and sizes. In

the material of this study, the best examples of clusters

of GAD65-positive punctae were found in MD, especially

in its paralaminar part. In the rhesus monkey MD, the glo-

meruli are formed around large cortical boutons

(Schwartz et al., 1991). Vesicle-containing LCN dendrites

of varying sizes are tightly packed around the terminal

and the participating projection neuron dendrite and are

engaged in a variety of synaptic relationships with both.

On the other hand, in the monkey VL, glomeruli are not

numerous, being found more frequently in VLd than in

VLv (Mason et al., 1996). Those present are less elabo-

rate than in MD and are formed either by large cortical or

cerebellar afferent terminals (Kultas-Ilinsky and Ilinsky,

1991; Ilinsky and Kultas-Ilinsky, 2001; Taktakishvili et al.,

2002). The present results indicate that in the human VL

the LCN are numerous, and the dense mesh of their fine

varicose dendrites represents the main GAD65-positive

element in the neuropil. However, unlike MD, the clusters

of immunoreactive punctae are not conspicuous in VL.

Serial section analysis (Mason et al., 1996) showed that, in

the rhesus monkey VL, LCN dendrites participating in glo-

meruli with cerebellar boutons are situated farther apart

Figure 9. Cytoarchitecture and GAD65 immunoreactivity in the central lateral nucleus (CL). A: Most CL neurons are of medium size, distrib-

uted more or less evenly but not sparsely as in VL. Very small neurons (long arrows) are found either singly or in groups. B: A pattern similar

to the latter distribution pattern of immunoreactive cells is observed in sections stained for GAD65. C: Higher magnification of an area of the

neuropil showing distribution pattern of immunoreactive punctae, some of which form coarse clumps; others seem to be distributed along

the dendrites (short arrow) of unstained neurons (n). A,B: 50-lm-thick sections; C: 15-lm-thick section. Scale bars ¼ 50 lm.

Kultas-Ilinsky et al.
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Figure 10. A–F: Distribution of various immunocytochemical markers at the lateral thalamic level at approximately 15.2 mm from the mid-

line. Labeling and cases as in Figures 1 and 6. Additional labeled nuclei are medial geniculate (MG), subdivisions of the ventral posterior

(VP), medial and lateral globus pallidus (GPM and GPL). Note that similar to the middle thalamic levels the difference in staining patterns

of GAD65 and CaBP marks the boundary between VAp and VL (outlined with dots in B–D). VLv is still intensely stained for SMI31 (dotted

outline in E), but here it is bordered by two other intensely stained regions, VAp anteriorly and VP posteriorly, so it is not as distinct as at

the middle levels. At this magnification, SMI32 staining does not display any specific patterns to distinguish between the motor related

nuclei present at this level. Scale bar ¼ 5 mm.
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than those in MD glomeruli. Our results suggest that a sim-

ilar arrangement may be true in the human thalamus.

There are other similar features between the monkey

and the human nuclei. Both VL and MD of the two species

display a significant number of GAD65-positive LCN, many

of which are distributed in groups. The groups are especially

conspicuous in the medial MD regions, where they may con-

sist of up to 20 cells. The functional significance of this

arrangement is not clear. Clark et al. (1989) speculated that

uneven distribution of GABA-positive cells in the monkey

MD may be related to patchiness of distribution of nigral

afferents and ovoid or circular arrangement of groups of

neurons that project to the prefrontal cortex. Russhen et al.

(1987) found that afferent fibers from various sources to

medial MD of the monkey are also distributed in irregular

patches. Thus clustering of LCN and the patchy GAD65,

CaBP, and PA staining in the human MD found in this study

may be a reflection of similar compartmentalization.

In VL, such compartmentalization is not observed,

GAD65 staining is rather uniform, and the LCN groupings

do not follow any obvious pattern. However, this state-

ment should be taken as applicable only to the markers

analyzed in this study, because physiological and path-

way tracing studies imply that certain compartmentaliza-

tion may exist within VL as well (Asanuma et al., 1983;

Mackel et al., 1992; Kultas-Ilinsky et al., 2003).

An interesting observation on the human VL is that

GAD65 staining brings out some rather long proximal

LCN dendrites and their secondary branches. In the mon-

key VL, neither with GAD65 staining in this study nor in

an earlier investigation (Kultas-Ilinsky and Ilinsky, 1991)

with the antibody that revealed both isoforms, GAD65

and GAD67 (Oertel et al., 1981), were we able to trace

the LCN dendrites so far from soma. Thus it is possible

that LCN in the human VL have a longer dendritic span,

which in turn can allow them to interact with a larger

number of thalamocortical projection neurons. As the

present results show, GAD65-positive dendrites run in

very close apposition to somata of thalamocortical pro-

jection neurons in the human VL. Studies of the thalamic

ultrastructure showed that dendrosomatic synapses were

a typical feature in the monkey but not in the cat VL (Kul-

tas-Ilinsky et al., 1985; Kultas-Ilinsky and Ilinsky, 1991).

Synaptic vesicles usually accumulate in the varicosities of

LCN dendrites, and these are the sites where synaptic

contacts are established. The pattern of distribution of

the varicosities of LCN dendrites observed in the human

VL is identical to the arrangement of GABA-positive pro-

files along the somata of projection neurons in the mon-

key VL (Ilinsky and Kultas-Ilinsky, 2001), suggesting that

a single LCN dendrite can have multiple dendrosomatic

synapses on a single projection neuron. The present

results in human VL also suggest that one LCN dendrite

can contact in a similar manner several cell bodies of pro-

jection neurons. The contacts between LCNs themselves

are also suggested by the present results in human. In

the monkey VL, dendrodendritic synapses between LCN

are common, and the existence of dendrosomatic synap-

ses on LCN has also been implied by studies of the ultra-

structure (Kultas-Ilinsky and Ilinsky, 1991).

As the present results show, the GABAeregic LCN are

present in both nigral and pallidal VA regions as well, but

they are much less conspicuous than in VL and MD, and

their dendrites are not readily discernible in the dense

mesh of other GAD65-immunoreactive fibers. The EM stud-

ies in the monkey demonstrated that LCN dendrites in

these regions also form dendrodendritic and dendrosomatic

synapses with projection neurons, but these are not very

numerous, whereas complex synaptic arrangements such

as glomeruli are practically absent (Ilinsky and Kultas-Ilin-

sky, 1990; Kultas-Ilinsky et al., 1997). The present results

from humans do not provide any evidence to the contrary.

Obviously, the lack of data on the expression of another

GAD isoform, GAD67, prevents us from acquiring a more

Figure 11. Nuclear outlines and GAD65 immunoreactivity at three representative levels of the monkey thalamus. A,B: Medial thalamic

level at approximately 1.9 mm from the midline. C,D: Middle thalamic level at approximately 4.5 mm from the midline. E,F: Lateral tha-

lamic level at approximately 6.2 mm from the midline. Nuclei labeled are: A, anterior nucleus; Cd, caudate; CL, centrolateral; CM, centro-

median; GPL, lateral globus pallidus; GPM, medial globus pallidus; LD, laterodorsal; LH, lateral habenula; LP, lateral posterior; MD, medial

dorsal; MG, medial geniculate; PF, parafascicular; Pul, pulvinar; R, reticular; SN, substantia nigra; STN, subthalamic nucleus; VAmc, ventral

anterior nucleus pars magnocellularis (nigral afferent territory); VAdc, ventral anterior pars densocellularis (pallidal afferent territory); VApc,

ventral anterior pars parvicellularis (pallidal afferent territory) pointed to by an arrowhead in A; VL, ventral lateral; VP, ventral posterior

complex; VPM, ventral posterior medial. Fiber tracts labeled: ac, anterior commissure; ic, internal capsule; ot, optic tract; an arrow in A

and B points to fasciculus retroflexus. B,D,F: Distribution of GAD65 immunoreactivity at the three thalamic levels. The section in B is

slightly lateral to mammillothalamic tract. Some remaining fibers of the tract are seen as a lighter area in the middle of the region outlined

with dots and labeled VA. The outline encompasses both VAmc and VApc, i.e., the nigral and pallidal projection zones present at this level.

In D and F, nuclei outlined with dots are VAdc and VL, pallidal and cerebellar afferent territories, respectively. Note the contrast in the in-

tensity of GAD immunoreactivity between these two nuclei. Lighter regions in VAdc are due in part to protrusions of VL into its territory.

Scale bar ¼ 5 mm.
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comprehensive understanding of LCN connectivity in the

human motor thalamus. GAD67 is expressed in the LCN of

the human motor thalamus during development. It was

noted that in the late midgestation period, when both iso-

forms were present, GAD65 antibody brought out LCN

processes much better than GAD67 antibody (Kultas-Ilin-

sky et al., 2004). Whether this pattern persists in the adult

is unknown. Nonetheless, GAD65 expression pattern alone

allows us to conclude that LCN connectivity in the adult

human is at least as complex as in the rhesus monkey, and

the internuclear differences are similar as well.

GABAergic basal ganglia thalamic afferents
In both VA regions in human and corresponding subnu-

clei in monkey, the predominant GAD65-positive compo-

nent is represented by large-caliber varicose fibers.

The origin of such fibers from GPM and SNr and their

GABAergic nature have been well documented in the cat

and monkey (Grofova and Rinvik, 1974; Kultas-Ilinsky

et al., 1978, 1983, 1985; Kultas-Ilinsky and Ilinsky, 1988,

1990; Ilinsky and Kultas-Ilinsky, 1990; Ilinsky et al.,

1997). The varicosities are usually very large, reaching up

to 10 lm in appositional length, when measured in ultra-

thin sections and are filled with large numbers of synaptic

vesicles that surround centrally located sizeable groups

of mitochondria. At the light microscopic level, these sites

of mitochondria accumulation corresponded to unstained

centers of the varicosities in the tissue stained for GAD or

GABA, serving as an additional identification feature (Kul-

tas-Ilinsky and Ilinsky, 1991; Ilinsky et al., 1997; Ilinsky

and Kultas-Ilinsky, 2001). The varicosities of the large

GAD65-positive fibers observed in the human and mon-

key VA in this study displayed identical features. The only

interspecies difference noted was a much higher density

of these large GAD65-positive fibers in the monkey

Figure 12. GAD65 immunoreactivity in some nuclei of the rhesus monkey thalamus as seen under higher magnification. A,B: VAmc (nigral

afferent zone) and VAdc (pallidal afferent zone), respectively. In both, large beaded fibers represent the prevailing immunoreactive compo-

nent of the neuropil. C: In CM, just as in VAmc and VAdc, immunoreactive neurons are inconspicuous, but neuropil displays similar immu-

noreactive fibers although of finer caliber and at a lower density. D: In VL, in contrast to the three nuclei mentioned above,

immunoreactivity is displayed mainly in numerous small neurons and small caliber-beaded fibers. Scale bar ¼ 50 lm.

Kultas-Ilinsky et al.
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nuclei. The reason for this difference, besides the imper-

fect human tissue preservation, could be that the nerve

cells in the human nuclei are farther apart because of the

larger number of myelinated fibers in them. This hypothe-

sis is corroborated by observations in the developing

human thalamus at midgestation, in which the density of

GAD65-positive punctae in VA was comparable to that in

the adult monkey (Kultas-Ilinsky et al., 2004).

An interesting observation, noted in the studies on dif-

ferent species and also made in this investigation in the

human, is that neither GPM nor SNr displays GAD65 in

the perikaria of the neurons, which project to the thala-

mus, but they do express GAD65 mRNA as shown in in

situ hybridization studies in rodents and monkeys (Mercu-

gliano et al., 1992; Soghomonian et al., 1994). At the

same time, the efferent fibers of GPM contain GAD65 as

evidenced by GAD65 immunoreactivity in the fibers

crossing the internal capsule. Similar patterns of GAD65

staining were also observed in the human development

starting at about 16 weeks of gestation (Kultas-Ilinsky

et al., 2004). Nonetheless, the positive immunoreactivity

in the large-caliber beaded fibers in VA allows us to con-

clude with confidence that GAD65 is operating in human

pallido- and nigrothalamic synapses, both in development

and in adulthood. Whether GAD67 also plays a role at

these synapses will remain unclear until specific antibodies

that work on adult human brain tissue become available.

Neurons in the rat entopeduncular nucleus (homologue of

human GPM) and SNr, in addition to expressing GAD67

mRNA, also stain intensely with a GAD67 antibody (Gon-

zales et al., 1991; Mercugliano et al., 1992). Moreover, in

the human motor thalamus, GAD65 and GAD67 gross

staining patterns in the VA subdivisions were found to be

matching at certain midgestational periods, although

GAD65 appeared to be more consistent in highlighting the

basal ganglia afferent territory, similarly to the adult as

found in this study (Kultas-Ilinsky et al., 2004).

Reticular thalamic nucleus (RTN) and GAD65
It has been demonstrated that in the rhesus monkey

the reticular input is very dense in all motor thalamic

nuclei. According to Tai et al. (1995) and Ilinsky et al.

(1999), terminal plexuses formed by single RTN fibers are

rather extensive and involve a relatively large number of

nerve cells often situated at quite a distance from one

another. The terminal branches of reticular axons are in

the form of beaded fibers with the mean area of boutons

en passant being 0.7 lm2 when measured in ultrathin

sections, which is smaller than that of pallidal boutons

(2.5 lm2) or nigral boutons (3.2 lm2 ; Kultas-Ilinsky and

Ilinsky, 1990; Ilinsky et al., 1997). These studies also

showed that, unlike the terminals of the basal ganglia ori-

gin, which contact proximal parts of projection neurons,

the reticular fibers establish synaptic contacts mostly on

the distal dendrites of both projection neurons and LCN.

When stained with an antibody recognizing the two GAD

isoforms, two types of beaded fibers could be discerned

in the rhesus monkey VL at the light microscopic level

(Kultas-Ilinsky and Ilinsky, 1991). One type is represented

by very fine fibers that are comparable to the GAD65-pos-

itive distal beaded LCN dendrites seen in the human VL

in this study. Another type is represented by somewhat

thicker fibers with larger, irregularly sized and shaped

varicosities that are similar to the biotynilated dextran

amine-labelled RTN fibers described by Ilinsky et al.

(1999). We could not identify with confidence the second

type in GAD65-stained human and monkey VL. This was

even more difficult to do in the VA of the two species,

insofar as the dense meshwork of GAD65-positive fibers

of basal ganglia origin obscured other neuropil compo-

nents. One explanation for this could be that reticular

fibers do not stain intensely with GAD65 antibody or lack

GAD65 entirely. As shown here, the reticular nucleus neu-

rons do not stain for GAD65 in humans. We are not aware

of studies describing the opposite in other species, but

RTN cells in cat do stain with the antibody that reveals

both GAD isoforms (Houser et al., 1980) and in rat express

high levels of mRNAs for both GAD67 and GAD65 (Feld-

blum et al., 1993; Delfs et al., 1996). Moreover, rat RTN

neurons stain very intensely with GAD67 antibody (Gon-

zales et al., 1991), and in human RTN neurons express

GAD67 during the midgestational period of development

along with PA (Kultas-Ilinsky et al., 2004). Because PA

staining is maintained in the adult reticular neurons, it is

possible that the same is true for GAD67. It is tempting to

speculate that GAD67 is the enzyme preferentially operat-

ing in the reticular nucleus synapses in the thalamus. If

proved, this would imply that GABAergic synapses of differ-

ent origin in the human motor thalamus (RTN vs. LCN and

afferents of basal ganglia origin) can have quite different

functional characteristics and, consequently, different reg-

ulatory mechanisms. That functional differences between

GABAergic synapses of different origin may exist has been

suggested by noticeable differences between monkey tha-

lamic nuclei regarding the expression of GABAA receptor

subunits in them as determined in in situ hybridization

studies (Kultas-Ilinsky et al., 1998) and concentration of

both GABAA and GABAB receptor binding sites as shown in

receptor binding studies (Kultas-Ilinsky et al., 1988; Kultas-

Ilinsky and Ilinsky, 1996; Bowery et al., 1999; Ambardekar

et al., 2003).

Non-GABAergic markers and nuclear
delineations

The results of immunocytochemical experiments with

antibodies to calcium binding proteins described in this

GAD65 and human motor thalamus outlines
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article correspond in principle to those in the monkey and

human thalami described by other investigators (Jones

and Hendry, 1989; Morel et al., 1997; Blomqvist et al.,

2000; Münkle et al., 2000; Calzavarra et al., 2005). There

are some minor discrepancies, but these can be

explained by different sources of antibodies or immuno-

cytochemical protocols used (for example, CaBP staining

in lateral CM regions in Jones and Hendry, 1989, vs. the

absence of the staining in this study). These, however,

are of minor significance compared with the wide variety

of nuclear designations and their outlines proposed by

various investigators.

There are two important results from this study perti-

nent to the issue of thalamic delineations that should be

highlighted. The fact that CaBP staining outlines the basal

ganglia afferent territory is not an entirely novel finding,

but the important aspect is that this is further confirmed

by the matching GAD65 staining pattern, which outlines

the same territory in both monkey and human thalami.

GAD65 is displayed by a distinct class of varicose fibers

that have been shown to be of pallidal and nigral origin in

the studies on nonhuman primates and other species

(see discussion above); this is the strongest available

confirmation of the extent of the basal ganglia territory in

the human thalamus. An additional support comes from

the study by Calzavara et al. (2005) in macaque monkeys

in which the authors demonstrated that the CaBP-nega-

tive region adjacent posteriorly to the territory intensely

stained for CaBP, i.e., the basal ganglia afferent territory

or VA in our definition, exactly coincided with the zone of

termination of cerebellar afferents identified with antero-

grade tracers in the same animals. They also showed

that the two distinct regions, CaBP-positive and CaBP-

negative, did not follow exactly the cytoarchitectural

boundaries proposed by Olszewski (1952) for the monkey

thalamus, according to which the two territories together

are composed of seven subdivisions. The topographic rela-

tionship between the two regions described by Calzavara

et al. (2005) and their cytoarchitecture are identical to

those observed in the human thalamus in this study, which

further confirms our definition of VL as the cerebellar affer-

ent territory. Moreover, our findings demonstrate that VL

displays a GAD65 staining pattern different from that in

the adjacent nuclei (see discussion above), which can be

used as an additional identification feature of this region.

Such close similarity between monkey and human in

the organization of the two afferent territories in the

motor thalamus fits well with the accepted viewpoint that

the human thalamus is very similar to that of the monkey

except for its larger size (Macchi and Jones, 1997). The

present findings also allow us to expand the territory of

the motor nuclei in the human thalamus. Based on

the results presented here, combined basal ganglia and

cerebellar afferent territories extend from the ventral-

most to the dorsalmost aspects of the thalamus, just as

in the monkey, and occupy a substantial part of the ante-

roposterior and mediolateral extents of the thalamus.

This is in contrast to the current approach of limiting the

human motor nuclei exclusively to the ventral part of the

thalamus based on Hassler’s delineations, i.e., Voa, Vop,

and Vim. At the same time, our interpretation is in good

accordance with the expansion of the frontal lobe and its

connectivity in humans compared with all other species.

One of the aspects of this scheme that remains unre-

solved for the time being is how to differentiate with ease

between the nigral and the pallidal afferent territories

within VA. In practically all histo- or immunocytochemical

studies of the primate thalamus (Hirai and Jones, 1989;

Jones and Hendry, 1989; Morel et al., 1997; Calzavarra

et al., 2005; Jones, 2007), this issue has not been dis-

cussed. At best, the pallidal and nigral territories stain

similarly just as in this study, in which GAD65 and CaBP

staining outlined both regions. Consequently, the outlines

of the nigral afferent territory in the thalamic maps by dif-

ferent authors, if mentioned at all, are all different. The com-

mon aspect in all studies is the inclusion of the magnocellu-

lar part of VA, i.e., VAmc, into the nigral territory. However,

as the tracing studies of the nigrothalamic projections in

the monkey have shown, the nigral afferent territory

extends beyond the classical VAmc boundaries (Ilinsky

et al., 1985; Ilinsky and Kultas-Ilinsky, 1987). By using the

specific features of the cytoarchitecture of the nigral terri-

tory for distinguishing it from the adjacent pallidal VA and

VL, we were able to ascertain that this is similar in the

human thalamus as well. Thus at present the cytoarchitec-

ture remains the sole means for identifying this area.

We are not aware of descriptions in the literature of the

distribution of cytoskeletal markers, SMI31 and SMI32, in

the motor thalamus. Among these two markers, one,

SMI31, yielded important data relevant to thalamic delin-

eations by intensely staining the ventral part of VL. To our

knowledge this is the first description of such a pattern. A

continuing discussion in the literature concerns the Hass-

ler’s nucleus Vim, which has been the preferred thalamic

target of stereotactic operations for relief of Parkinsonian

tremor and some other symptoms of movement disor-

ders. Although at this point a consensus has been

reached that Vim is the recipient of cerebellar input, the

argument among investigators who probe the human thal-

amus during stereotactic interventions (Ohye et al., 1989;

Lenz et al., 1990) has been focused on whether it also

receives a direct overlapping spinothalamic input or

whether the latter is confined only to the somatosensory

territory posterior to the cerebellar afferent zone. Both

neurophysiological and neuronatomical animal studies,

and especially the most recent ones, are coming to

Kultas-Ilinsky et al.
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agreement that there is an overlap of the direct spinotha-

lamic and cerebellothalamic afferents in VL and espe-

cially in its ventral part (for review see Craig, 2008). In

view of the existing evidence and the overall similarity

between monkeys and humans regarding the topographic

relationships of the territories of subcortical afferents in

the thalamus, this can be extrapolated to the human thal-

amus with a high degree of confidence. According to

Craig (2008), the ventral posterior VL, where the overlap

of the two afferent systems is the most significant, does

include Hassler’s Vim. The present results demonstrate

that this area is highlighted by very intense SMI31 stain-

ing. However, the anteroposterior and mediolateral

extent of the SMI31-positive VL region as identified here

is larger than Vim because it also includes significant

parts of Hassler’s Vop and Voi. The unique staining pat-

tern of this region suggests its chemical specificity, which

allows us to expand the anatomical concept of Vim by

including the entire ventral one-third of the VL into its ter-

ritory. Therefore we distinguished this region as VLv

where v is for ventral. It may well be that VLv corresponds

to the optimal thalamic therapeutic lesion site deter-

mined by Lenz et al. (1995). Further studies on identifica-

tion of the SMI31-positive region within the stereotactic

coordinate system are needed to confirm this. It should

be added that in the rhesus monkey the differences

between ventral and dorsal VL have been noted earlier, in

regard not only to cytoarchitecture but also to some fea-

tures of synaptic organization (Mason et al., 1996).

Some comments on the proposed
thalamic delineations

As mentioned above, the nomenclature for motor

thalamic nuclei proposed in this study relies on the identi-

fication of the basal ganglia territory on the basis of

GAD65 staining pattern and the differences in the

cytoarchitecture and GAD65 staining patterns among pal-

lidal, nigral, and cerebellar afferent zones. Thus it is based

on functional, or rather connectional, distinctions aided

by the specific CaBP staining pattern. From our stand-

point this is a solid starting point that can help to estab-

lish a common ground and understanding among different

groups of investigators. The fact that each of the three

nuclei, VAn, VAp, and VL, includes a number of Hassler’s

subdivisions and/or their parts in different combinations

emphasizes the arguments in the literature relating Hass-

ler’s nuclei to various afferent territories. A good example

is Vop, which has been included either in the pallidal or in

the cerebellar territory (for review see Ilinsky and Kultas-

Ilinsky, 2002b; Krack et al., 2002; Hamani et al., 2006).

The analysis we performed in this study led us to con-

clude that both opinions were to some extent correct

(see Table 3). Depending on the mediolateral or horizontal

coordinate, the Vop is either in the pallidal (VAp) or in the

cerebellar (VL) territory, which illustrates well the futility

of attempts to arrange Hassler’s nuclei according to their

subcortical afferent inputs (Ilinsky et al., 2010). On the

other hand, accepting these three basic delineations

within the human motor thalamus as a starting point

will make it easier to define subdivisions in each of

them based on functional characteristics, other afferent/

efferent connections, or specific immuno- and histochem-

ical markers, when data become available.

Another advantage of the proposed nomenclature from

our standpoint is that it also eliminates a terminological

confusion that arises when, without much justification,

one afferent territory is subdivided such as VApc and

VAdc for pallidal territory (Ilinsky and Kultas-Ilinsky,

1987) or the same name is given to two connectionally

different regions such as VLa as pallidal territory vs. VLp

as cerebellar and then again VA and VM for additional

parts of the pallidal territory (Hirai and Jones, 1989;

Jones, 2007). We believe that the basic scheme proposed

in this study can lay a solid foundation for establishment

of the nomenclature with a wide consensus.
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